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the game is fun and nice to play, with some nice humor and voice acting.
however i just wish the levels were a little bigger, and that the game

would at least tell you where you went wrong, instead of randomly ending
the game. regardless, this is a must have game for game boy fans and is

a great addition to the library. it's really easy to beat this game but i
suggest you save before playing through it. i am not a fan of newgrounds

but they did a pretty good job with this game. the presentation is very
clean and colorful and the controls are easy to use. the game looks great

on the gba. i also enjoyed the voice acting and the sound effects were
great. there is some fun mini-games in the game like the one where you

have to press all the buttons at the same time or the one where you have
to hit a door by jumping on it. there is also a classic game called "penguin
race", where you have to tap the screen to make a penguin run. the core
gameplay is what i'd expect from a platform game with a mario-like level
design. the platforming is easy, but there are some really tricky ones as

well. i really liked the way the game flowed, and i really like that the idea
of the game is not to play the game itself, but to find babs in it.

everything seems perfect, until it isn't. it was pretty rare that a game of
this size would have an issue with the saving system, but the game just

would not save. i had a few little glitches here and there, but nothing that
stopped the game from working in its entirety. the gameplay was good,
but i think the game could use a little more variety in the levels, and a

little more polish.
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the music is excellent and diverse. the side-scrolling levels are mostly
rather dull but there are a few areas which are interesting. the

platforming is mostly pretty basic. after you have ten lives you can jump
between the four main areas of the game. it is possible to take a shortcut
to each of these areas by using a secret code. however, since the game is

written in basic it is fairly easy to beat the game without any special
tricks. most of the challenge comes from the time limit on the levels. the
difficulty is pretty low overall despite the games best efforts. with a heart

you can take two hits before death. while they are limited for the most
part they are not necessary. if you choose an appropriate partner for a

given world than you can breeze through it in minutes. tiny toon
adventures takes after super mario brothers 3 but it does not shower you
in extra lives. with its easy bosses and laid back challenge this is targeted
for as broad an audience as possible. i play the japanese release. when i
first played around with the idea of running buster busts loose i practiced
on emulator with this particular version. when i practiced the mini-game

selection i initially did it by ear and waiting for an audio cue. however this
did not work for me so i scrapped that after a few months. soon thereafter
i just happened to find this cartridge on the swedish equivalent of ebay so
i figured now is a good a time as any to get it! american carts are pretty
rare to find in sweden so if i was not going to scan ebay this was my best
bet. the great beanstalk is a tiny toon adventures video game made for

the pc and the original playstation console in 1998. this playstation game
was unusual as it implemented traditional 2-d side-scrolling animation as

opposed to most video games of the time which used 3-d computer
animation. most of the voice cast, including john kassir, joe alaskey, and

tress macneille returned to reprise their roles from the series. this game is
a modified version of a game created for the personal computer entitled

buster and the beanstalk , which explains why there are references to the
game being a cd-rom game still intact. 5ec8ef588b
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